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CIRIEC-España, revista de economía pública, social y cooperativa is a fourmonthly Latin-American scientific review
of interdisciplinary nature on plural economy. Its research field ranges over enterprises and entities which aim is to serve to
the general benefit and, in particular, social economy -mostly composed of co-operatives, labour societies, mutuals, founda-
tions and associations- and public economy, giving priority in this case to labor, social cohesion and regional development
policies, ecological transition and achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. The Editorial Board of the review will
examine all articles.

Papers will be evaluated by external referees. The articles’ scientific level and their contribution to the information
exchange between the research field and that of those working on Public Administration and on social economy (third sec-
tor) will be some of the selective criteria. Articles may be accepted, revised to a different degree or refused. The authors of
the articles accepted must renounce to the copyright of its Spanish version and authorize the review to publish their articles
on its Web page as well as reproduced them in different scientific data base, as established by law. The authors must also
state in writing to the Journal that the manuscript submitted is entirely new and original and is not currently under review by
any other publication.

Writing procedures:
1. All articles must be written in Spanish or in English.
2. Manuscripts must be submitted online through CIRIEC-España’s OJS site:
https://ojs.uv.es/index.php/ciriecespana/about/submissions#onlineSubmissions. A copy of the manuscript must also be
sent to the following e-mail address: ammb@uv.es.
3. First page must include:

- The article’s title in Spanish and in English. If the title is long, it should include a principal title of no more
than 40 characters and a secondary title.
- The name/s and address/es of the institutions to which authors belong, ORCID number of each author and
the E-mail address to which the Editing Board should answer.
- Between 200 and 250 words abstract in Spanish and in English.
- Between four and eight keywords or descriptors in Spanish and in English.
- Between three and six keys - alphanumeric descriptors as established by Econlit classification system.
See: https://www.aeaweb.org/jel/guide/jel.php

4. The article text, typewritten in one space must have an extension between 15 and 25 pages (maximum 100,000
characters) including tables, graphs, notes and bibliography. Both conditions must be accomplished. Article must
be sent in Word (.doc) format.

5.- Cover letter: Authors have to send a cover letter to the editor of the Journal via e-mail (ammb@uv.es) justifying
the interest of the publication of the article.

6.- Citation rules: The citation will be made according to the APA system. Have the citated documents DOI number,
then it has to be included in the reference, specially those of the three last years.

How to cite an article. Example:
SALA, M., TORRES, T. & FARRÉ, M. (2018): “Cooperatives’ demography in times of crisis”, CIRIEC-España, Revista

de Economía Pública, Social y Cooperativa, 93, 51-84, DOI: 10.7203/CIRIEC-E.93.11042.

Publication process: Once the article has been accepted, an extended abstract of 1000 to 1500 words (maximum
21,000 characters including spaces) in length, of the appropriate type, must be submitted entirely in English for
articles in Spanish, or entirely in Spanish for articles in English. The extended abstracts will be published at the
end of the journal. The extended abstract must include the following sections: Objectives, Design / Methodology /
Approach; Results / Research Limitations / Implications, Practical Conclusions and Originality.

Economic Contribution: According to what was decided in the assembly of members of CIRIEC-Spain held on
3/6/2016, concerning the publication of articles in ‘CIRIEC-España, Revista de Economía Pública, Social y
Cooperativa’, authors who do not have the status of members of the Association must pay 90 euros in conccept of
financing the edition of the Journal. This contribution will be reduced to 50% for the first article published by resear-
chers under the age of 30 years old, in order to support young researchers. This amount will be paid by each aut-
hor of the article once the article has passed the external evaluation phase. CIRIEC's individual members do not
have to pay for publishing in the Journal.
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